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Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and OptimizationApress, 2006
Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and Optimization will teach you effective strategies for designing proper databases. It covers everything from how to gather business requirements to logical data modeling and normalization. It then shows you how to implement your design on SQL Server 2005.

The authors also describe how to...
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Malware: Fighting Malicious CodePrentice Hall, 2003
Ignoring the threat of malware is one of the most reckless things you can do in today's increasingly hostile computing environment. Malware is malicious code planted on your computer, and it can give the attacker a truly alarming degree of control over your system, network, and data-all without your knowledge! Written for computer pros and savvy...
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Pro VB 2008 and the .NET 3.5 Platform (Windows.Net)Apress, 2008
Whether you’re moving to .NET for the first time, or you’re already writing applications on .NET 2.0 or .NET 3.0, Pro VB 2008 and the .NET 3.5 Platform will provide you with a solid grounding in this new technology and serve as a comprehensive reference throughout your coding career:
	Explore five new...
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Data-Driven Services with Silverlight 2O'Reilly, 2009
This comprehensive book teaches you how to build data-rich business applications with Silverlight 2 that draw on multiple sources of data. Packed with reusable examples, Data-Driven Services with Silverlight 2 covers all of the data access and web service tools you need, including data binding, the LINQ data querying component, RESTful and...
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Advanced Google AdWordsSybex, 2014

	The ultimate guide to Google AdWords is fully updated for its third editionThis is the ultimate guide for those who want to quickly get beyond AdWords basics to learn and apply the advanced techniques and tactics that are used by Fortune 500 companies. The book provides insight into AdWords' functionality and advanced features,...
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Scalability Patterns: Best Practices for Designing High Volume WebsitesApress, 2018

	
		In this book, the CEO of Cazton, Inc. and internationally-acclaimed speaker, Chander Dhall, demonstrates current website design scalability patterns and takes a pragmatic approach to explaining their pros and cons to show you how to select the appropriate pattern for your site. He then tests the patterns by deliberately...
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Game Testing All in One (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Covering roles and duties of a game tester, this in-depth text reveals how to apply software test engineer methodologies to the game industry. You'll learn how to quickly produce useful test documents, capture important data, and analyze measurements.

Game Testing All in One reveals how to apply software test engineer...
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SQL for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Discover how SQL:2003 handles images, XML files, and more
Use SQL to build databases, keep them safe, and access their information     

Relationships are everything, especially when it comes to databases – so if you work with them, form a relationship with this book. It helps you use SQL to build databases, protect them from...
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Corporate Ethics: How to Update or Develop Your Ethics Code so That it is in Compliance With the New Laws of Corporate ResponsibilityAspatore Books, 2003
Never has ethical business conduct received as much attention and focus as it does at present, in the wake of the far-reaching financial and societal effects of the dramatic collapses that have thundered through Corporate America. Whether your company is private, publicly-held, works with the government – either contractually or through...
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Programming Scala: Tackle Multi-Core Complexity on the Java Virtual Machine (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
The increasing popularity and availability of multicore processors is creating a whole new set of challenges--although you can enjoy true concurrency, you're now faced with higher contention and synchronization issues. Deploying an existing application on a multicore processor may bring out previously hidden concurrency issues. Java's...
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Cloud Computing: Technologies and Strategies of the Ubiquitous Data CenterCRC Press, 2010

	Modern computing is no longer about devices but is all about providing services, a natural progression that both consumers and enterprises are eager to embrace. As it can deliver those services, efficiently and with quality, at compelling price levels, cloud computing is with us to stay. Ubiquitously and quite definitively, cloud...
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Microengineering of Metals and Ceramics: Part I: Design, Tooling, and Injection Molding (Advanced Micro and Nanosystems)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Microstructures, electronics, nanotechnology - these vast fields of research are growing together as the size gap narrows and many different materials are combined. Current research, engineering sucesses and newly commercialized products hint at the immense innovative potentials and future applications that open up once mankind controls shape and...
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